Note for the Record

Fourth Meeting of the Search Committee for the nomination of the next UNAIDS Executive Director

Date: 16 April 2019
PARTICIPANTS

Search Committee Members: H.E. Mr. Yury Ambrazevich (Belarus, serving as Chair); Mr. Amar Chemakh (Algeria); Ms. Sofia Varguez (Mexico); Ms. Elizabeth Benomar (UNFPA); Ms. Shauna Olney (ILO); Mr. Jonathan Gunthorp (NGO Delegation, SRHR Africa Trust); Ms. Alessandra Nilo (NGO Delegation, Gestos)

Search Committee Consultant: Ms. Cindy Carlson, Public Health and Governance Specialist; Oxford Public Health Resources for Development (OXPHRD)

SUMMARY

1. The Search Committee (SC) held its fourth meeting via teleconference on 16 April 2019.

2. The consultant reviewed the compiled scoring sheet and comments submitted by members of the SC.

3. The SC discussed the results of the scoring tool and provided additional feedback on the proposals.

4. The SC agreed by consensus to select Oxford HR Consultants Ltd as the firm to support the work of the Search Committee. Oxford HR Consultants had both the highest compiled score and highest ranking among SC members in addition to having one of the lowest budgetary estimates.

5. The SC directed the UNAIDS Secretariat to begin the contracting process.
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